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From Reader Review ?????? 3 [Kurobara Alice] for online ebook

Dylan says

Brilliant story, things are really getting intense now. Someone died in this volume. Characters die in this
series!!! Crazy!

ArdnAskelA says

Quatre garçons pour une fille.. enfin plus que trois à la fin. Léo est mort (vraiment). Place libre aux autres!
XD
Un peu de mal avec certains passages qui n'étaient pas si bien séparés les uns des autres. Mais bon, le plus
important est que l'histoire "tient encore la route", qu'elle intrigue encore le lecteur (no?)

Online Eccentric Librarian says

More reviews (and no fluff) on the blog http://surrealtalvi.wordpress.com/

Black Rose 3 continues the story of Alice and the vampires but focuses more on the tragedy aspects than the
horror or harem of the previous volumes. The writing is just as solid and Mizushiro's artwork continues to
get stronger. There is a definitely arc in volume 3 and hints that Leo has set into place plans that will affect
the group in interesting ways in the future.

Story: Leo has always been the front runner to mate with Alice but she still feels she needs more time to
understand her own feelings. Unfortunately for both, what she doesn't know is that Leo's lifespan is coming
to an end and time is the luxury he doesn't have.

This is the Leo book - and judging from the end, it looks like the next will be about Reiji with some jealous
Kai thrown in for good measure. It was nice to see Dmitri open up more to Alice and I am hoping the series
won't be Alice going through one guy to the next until she ends up with Dmitri. I am definitely looking for
more development in the Dmitri affair.

I'm still on the fence on this series - it is moody and atmospheric as well as beautifully drawn. Mizushiro
does a great job of pulling us into the story but I'm worried it will begin to sag in the middle if the focus stays
on the harem aspect. So for now, definitely 4 stars.

Reviewed from an ARC.

OUAB (Kimberly DeAnne) says

Oh, my heart broke a little for Leo...



I really think if Dimitri forgives himself he will finally be able to step forward and try his best to win the
heart of Alice.

———-
? Age Group: Young Adult
? Angsty? Very little
? Romance Scale: Not in the realm of high school love circles/cliches
? Graphics: Black and white
? Setting of Story: City and mansion

Katelyn Parsh says

Wow. Just when you think you have a read on what's going on with these vampires, the author turns the
drama up a bit. I'm excited that we'll get to see more personality from the other suitors, and hopefully Alice
will feel more comfortable in her role as well. I can't wait to get my hands on the next manga.

Selena says

Not sure how I feel about this one. Well written like always, but... Leo trying to force himself on Alice kind
of rubbed me the wrong way, you know?

And I was seriously confused by the random flashback that was thrown in there.

Judy (Geeky Reading) says

~3.5-4/5

This volume contained sad for Leo. It’s revealed why he was acting the way he was, the poor guy. I liked
him, and it’s sad what happened. It’s especially hard for Alice, who didn’t know until later, and Dimitri, who
was especially close for him.

They grieve, but they have to move on, do something with themselves. So Alice goes out with the twins, and
the competition continues.

Alice and Dimitri continue to grow closer, though, as Alice pushes him to talk to her, to get to know each
other. I like the twins, too, though, and am intrigued to know them better.

This is such an odd, unique series. It’s horrifying and intriguing. I’m interested, I’m disgusted, I’m curious,
I’m sad. If you want unique, new, read this series.

I know this is on hiatus in Japan, but I’m interested to see how far the story goes until we’re caught up.

[Read more at my blog, Geeky Reading!]



Jessica (HighFantasyFanatic) says

3.5 stars
I'm really conflicted by this volume some really odd things happened and i don't know how to interpret them.

Denise says

So I did tear up a bit with Leo’s death but at the same time I’m feeling really conflicted given a couple
incidents that leads one to be more angry given the depiction and the MC response. Granted thinking back on
After School Nightmare I think there were problematic scenes in it as well and manga in general, at least
some I’ve read tend to have these problematic depictions under the veil of romance.

Alex says

[ after she refused him when they started having sex (hide spoiler)]

Nicole says

3 1/2 stars. Still enjoying the premise of this series.

Christine says

Sad story...poor Leo. Still creeps me out with the spiders....(shivers) Have to read the next volume, who will
she choose?

Holly Letson says

4.5*
-----------------------
I still think the spiders and bugs crawling out the mouths of the guys is weird. That is just creepy, y'all. But, I
am looking past that.
I really wish Leo had not had to die. He was obviously Alice's favorite, and that hurt her really badly. Plus,
it's making all the other guys hurry their advances towards her now.


